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Abstract
In scientometrics, it is critical to investigate the patterns of scientific collaboration and how these patterns result
in different impacts. In this research, we investigate the relationship between the sequence of authors in the
publication bylines and the diversity of their collaborators. The diversity of collaborators is quantified with two
dimensions, namely topic and impact diversities. Using the ArnetMiner dataset containing ACM-indexed
publications in computer science, we find that the following two patterns tend to lead higher-impact scientific
publications: (1) greater topic diversity of collaborators plus more tendency to work as leading authors
(including first and/or corresponding authors); and (2) less topic diversity of collaborators plus less tendency to
work as leading authors. Meanwhile, from the perspective of impact diversity, the results of our empirical study
show that authors who work as more leading authors and collaborate with less impact diversity researchers have
tendencies to receive more citations than those with collaborators with greater impact diversity. We also detect
different patterns of authors’ sequence and diversity of their collaborators before and after their Ph.D.
graduation.

Background and Research Objectives
Scientific collaboration is prevalent in various disciplines (Wu et al., 2019). Scientometricians
have made great efforts to understanding scientific collaborations from different perspectives,
such as scale-free networks (Newman, 2001), homophily and transitivity (Zhang et al., 2018),
dependency vs. autonomy (Chinchilla et al., 2018a), geographical proximity (Katz, 1994),
science of team science (Stokols et al., 2008), temporal aspects (Bu et al., 2018c), and labour
of contribution (Lu et al., 2018).
In bibliometrics and scientometrics, co-authorships are often applied as an important
measurement for scientific collaboration. The sequence of co-authors identifies details on
“who is accountable for the integrity of the reported study and who deserves what amount of
credit for the work” (p. 359), as well as their contributions (He et al., 2012). The patterns of
authors’ sequence reveal practical implications for scientists, funding providers, and research
evaluators; thus, it is crucial to paint a more nuanced picture on the sequence of authors, their
collaborators, and the impacts of their co-authored publications (Chinchilla et al., 2019).
Another branch of study in scientific collaboration focuses on the diversity of collaborators,
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a.k.a., members in a research team. For instance, Bu et al. (2018b) studied the relationship
between an author’s impact and his/her collaborators’ diversities, namely research topic and
impact diversities. They found that high-impact authors tend to have more diverse
collaborators in these two dimensions. Likewise, Zhang et al. (2019) concluded that the
diversity on team members’ productivity and scientific ages will increase the team
performance. Similarly, a temporal-based analysis demonstrated that co-authors with diverse
scientific impact or scientific ages benefit from persistent collaboration more than
homogeneous compositions, a.k.a., less diversity (Bu et al., 2018a).
Similarly, the viability and productivity of diversity is impacted by the support it
receives from institutional leaders and research funding agencies (Stokols et al., 2019). Many
universities, governments, and funding agencies encourage and require cross-disciplinary
applicant teams to submit collaboration plans as part of their research proposals (Wang &
Shapira 2015; Zhang et al., 2018). However, there are risks especially related with publishing
and the allocation of credit in the peer review and academic reward system, institutional
barriers, and funding requirement (Bromhan et al., 2016).
Concerning the academic reward system, there exists a lack of credit given to
interdisciplinary research in the context of promotion and tenure and limits to career
advancement and publishing (Roy et al. 2013). Among obstacles are negative perceptions of
interdisciplinary research by traditional disciplinary specialists and consequently, troubles
publishing because research does not adhere to or fit neatly within traditional disciplinary
frameworks (Rafols et al., 2012), and in general, problems related to the peer review system
(Wagner et al., 2019). Evidences also suggests that it takes longer for scholars doing
interdisciplinary research to establish themselves in their careers (Rhoten & Parker, 2004),
and that scholars can be less productive, possible due to cognitive and collaborative
challenges associated with such research, which is counterproductive especially in early
career stages (Leahey et al., 2017). Institutional review processes may be deeply rooted in
disciplinary approaches to evaluation and only senior researchers, who face less-rigid
performance evaluations, are better equipped for the complexity associated to with leading
and publishing interdisciplinary research projects and publications. Goring et al. (2014)
coincide in how the current reward structure in academia and other institutions may be
misaligned with the current practice of interdisciplinary collaborative science, especially for
early career researchers. They advocate for developing strategies behind team building and
the requirements for understanding philosophical underpinning to promote interdisciplinary
collaborative success. In this research-in-progress paper, we investigate the relationship
between the sequence of authors in the publication bylines and the diversity of their
collaborators. The diversity of collaborators is measured in two aspects, research topic and
impact diversities.
Methodology
Similar to our previous work (Bu et al., 2018a, 2018b), in this paper, we employ the
ArnetMiner dataset (Tang et al., 2018b) containing ~2M ACM-indexed computer science
publications, as well as ~1.2M authors of these publications and ~8M citation relations
between these publications. The authors’ names were disambiguated according to the
algorithm proposed by Tang et al. (2012). Some descriptive statistics can be found in some
previous work (e.g., Amjad et al., 2017; Bu et al., 2018b). We follow Bu et al. (2018b, 2018c)
to focus on articles published between 2001 and 2010, which results in ~450K publications,
~885K distinct authors, nearly 4M different collaboration pairs, and ~606K local citation
relations. Note that the ignorance of global citation (e.g., citations from publications outside
the current dataset) relations is one of the limitations of the current study, partly because
transdisciplinary citations will be missing. We follow Bu et al. (2018b) to quantify two
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dimensions of diversity for an author’s collaborators, namely research topic and impact
diversities. In terms of research topic diversity of an author’s collaborators, we run AuthorConference-Topic model (Tang et al., 2008a), an extended Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
model, on our dataset and calculate the cosine similarity between the topic vectors of an
authors’ collaborators. As for impact diversity of an author’s collaborators, we use the
normalized standard deviation (NSD) to indicate the degree of impact diversity among the
collaborators an author works with, where the h-index (Hirsch, 2005) is applied to indicate the
impact of the collaborators. We are also interested in the sequence of an author in his/her
publication’s byline. In computer science, last authors tend to be corresponding authors of a
certain publication. Hence, first authors and last authors of the computer science publications
are regarded as leading authors (Chinchilla-Rodríguez et al., 2019) in the current paper.
Preliminary Results
Figure 1 contains two sub-figures. In the left sub-figure, the horizontal axis represents the
percentage of an author’s working as leading authors (i.e., first or last authors), while the
vertical axis indicates the cosine similarity of collaborators’ research topic—the greater two
collaborators’ research topic cosine similarity is, the less diversity they are. The color is
proportional to the average number of citations received by the corresponding publications. In
the left sub-figure, one can find that the top left and the bottom right corners of the heat map
feature the most darkness, which demonstrates two patterns that tend to lead higher-impact
scientific publications: (1) A greater topic diversity of collaborators plus more tendency to
work as leading authors (including first and/or corresponding authors); and (2) a less topic
diversity of collaborators plus less tendency to work as leading authors.
The right heat map of Figure 1 reveals the relationship between the percentage of
working as leading authors (first and last authors of publications) of an author and his/her
collaborators’ impact diversities. The only difference between this heat map and its left one is
the vertical axis—the current sub-figure shows the NSD of collaborators’ h-indices while the
left cosine similarity of their research topic. We find that authors who work as more leading
authors and collaborate with less impact diversity researchers have tendencies to receive more
citations than those with collaborators with greater impact diversity.

Figure 1. The relationship between the percentage of working as leading authors (first and last
authors of publications) of an author and his/her collaborators’ research topic (left) and impact
(right) diversities. The darkness of cells shows the average number of citations received by the
corresponding publications. Note that NSD does not range from zero to one, thus we represent
its percentile instead in the vertical axis of the right sub-figure.

Following Amjad et al. (2017) and Bu et al. (2018d), we also investigate the difference of
distributions of authors’ sequence before and after their Ph.D. graduation, an important
milestone in their scientific career. Due to the limitation of our dataset, we only employ a
small sub-set in the dataset (~1K authors), in which we can find the authors’ Ph.D. graduation
year online. Table 1 shows the basic descriptions, where one can see that before Ph.D.
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graduation, more than 70% of an author’s publications are first-authored, but the number
decreases to ~20% after he/she receives the doctoral degree. Reversely, the percentage of their
last-authored publications increases from 8.2% to 39.5% after an author’s graduation. The
finding makes sense. Before Ph.D. graduation, students tend to work under their supervisor—
researchers who tend to lead a study and work as the corresponding authors (more often than
not, last authors)—and students themselves tend to write manuscripts, conduct empirical
studies, and implement ideas, as pointed out by DeCastro et al. (2013) as well as Pachalen
and Bhattacharya (2015). Yet, after Ph.D. graduation, authors might have their own
students/postdocs, at which stage they might start to lead a certain study and work as
corresponding authors (Gingras et al., 2008; Rowlands & Nicholas, 2006). We also quantify
research topic and impact diversity of authors’ collaborators before and after they receive
their doctoral degrees, as shown in the right part of Table 1, where the research topic diversity
is equivalent to one minus the cosine similarity of collaborators’ research topics and the
impact diversity equals to the NSD of collaborators’ h-indices. Specifically, one can find that
the values for both of the two dimensions of diversities increase after an author got his/her
Ph.D., though not quite obvious. The dual increasing found in the right part of Table 1 echoes
our previous findings in Bu et al. (2018b).
Table 1. The distribution of first-, last-, and other-authored publications’ percentage before and
after authors’ Ph.D. graduation, as well as their diversities.

Before graduation
After graduation

First-authored
publication
73.8%
21.4%

Last-authored
publications
8.2%
39.5%

Middle-authored
publications
18.0%
39.1%

Research topic
diversity
0.48
0.60

Impact
diversity
2.45
2.86

Figure 2. The relationship between the percentage of working as leading authors (first and last
authors of publications) of an author and his/her collaborators’ research topic (left) and impact
(right) diversities. The above row indicates those before Ph.D. graduation, whilst the bottom row
shows those after Ph.D. graduation.

We duplicate our experiments shown in Figure 1 on authors that we know their Ph.D.
graduation years, and separately consider different patterns in terms of percentage of leading
authors and their diversities (research topic and impact diversities) before and after their Ph.D.
graduation. The above row in Figure 2 indicates those before Ph.D. graduation, whilst the
bottom row shows those after Ph.D. graduation. As shown in the top left sub-figure, one can
observe that Ph.D. student who have tendency to work as leading authors with lower research
topic diversity of collaborators tend to have higher-impact work, which is different from the
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pattern revealed in the left sub-figure in Figure 1. Yet, the left bottom sub-figure of Figure 2
looks quite similar to the left sub-figure in Figure 1, partly because of the dominant number of
publications authored by post-doctoral researchers among our dataset. As for the impact
diversity of collaborators, we surprisingly find that the right two sub-figures in Figure 2 look
similar to the right sub-figure in Figure 1, indicating a uniform pattern between authors’
sequence and their collaborators’ impact diversity, regardless of before or after the authors’
Ph.D. graduation.
Conclusion Remarks and Future Work
In this research-in-progress paper, we investigate the relationship between the sequence of
authors in the publication bylines and the diversity of their collaborators. The diversity of
collaborators is quantified with two dimensions, namely topic and impact diversities. There
are many potential implications and applications regarding the finding and the approach of
this study. As pointed out by Klein and Falk-Krzensinski (2017), for instance, the Computing
Research Association has been grounding generic recommendations in the information
science, computing, and engineering fields in a project named Promotion and Tenure of
Interdisciplinary Faculty. In the project, they not only highlight the interdisciplinarity in job
interviews but also emphasize their proposed collaboration-based center/institute to “seek
advice on how to balance participation on large team projects with work that establishes a
strong individual reputation” (p. 1056).
Using the ArnetMiner dataset containing ACM-indexed publications in computer
science, we find that the following two patterns tend to lead higher-impact scientific
publications: (1) greater topic diversity of collaborators plus more tendency to work as
leading authors (including first and/or corresponding authors); and (2) less topic diversity of
collaborators plus less tendency to work as leading authors. Meanwhile, from the perspective
of impact diversity, the results of our empirical study show that authors who work as more
leading authors and collaborate with less impact diversity researchers have tendencies to
receive more citations than those with collaborators with greater impact diversity. We also
detect different patterns of authors’ first- and last-authored publications before and after their
Ph.D. graduation.
There are some future works following this paper. Firstly, we are going to distinguish
first and corresponding authors more in detail, as well as other impact related indicators to
ensure the robustness of the findings. Secondly, we will follow Bu et al. (2018d) to set up
several milestones (e.g., Ph.D. graduation, 5 years after Ph.D. graduation) and will consider
authors’ scientific collaborations with “giants.” Thirdly, we will conduct similar empirical
studies in various disciplines and implement more comparisons among disciplines with
computer science. Moreover, many other issues should be considered in our following-up
study, such as collaborators’ contribution (Lu et al., 2018) and joint effect of mobility and
scientific collaboration (Chinchilla-Rodríguez et al., 2018b). Furthermore, the empirical
results shown in Table 1 might be biased. The small sub-dataset used is derived from their
“Group A” in Amjad et al. (2017), those who have ever collaborated with “giants” at least
once in their career. The potential effects of collaborating with “giants” on their author
sequence patterns might exist, and this issue will also be researched and discussed in our
future work by increasing the sample size for those authors that their Ph.Ds. are known, as
well as adding an extra category to distinguish between postdocs and senior researchers are
crucial for the reliability of the results.
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